Sequential tests outperform fixed sample size tests by requiring fewer samples on average to achieve the same level of error performance. The Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) has been suggested by Wald [l] for sequential binary hypothesis testing problems. SPRT recursively calculates the likelihood of an observed data stream and requires this likelihood to he stored in memory between samples. In this paper we study the design of sequential detection tests under memory constraints. We derive the optimal sequential test in the case where only a quantized version of the likelihood can be stored in memory. An application of the proposed techniques is large scale sensor networks where price and communication constraints dictate limited complexity devices, which store and transmit concise representations of the state of nature.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss the design of finite memory systems for the sequential binary hypothesis testing problem. The solution for the sequential binary hypothesis testing prohlem in the absence of constraints on memory is given by the SPRT. For specified error probabilities, SPRT has the properly of minimum stopping time. Consequently, SPRT can be shown to be Bayes optimal minimizing the sum of observation cost and Bayes decision risk. SPRT is a stationary policy and therefore does not require a time index, hut it recursively calculates the likelihood of the observed data stream and requires this likelihood to be stored in memory between observations. We consider the design of a sequential test where only a quantized version of the likelihood can be stored in memory. We model a sequential detector with finite memory as a finite state machine with state transitions directed by observations (Figure 1) . Cover [2] gives an example of a statistical test where quantization of the sufficient statistics between samples leads to asymptotically suboptimal behavior and suggest that quantization for statistical tests should be approached from first principles. We derive potter.36@osu.edu the optimal decision rule for the binary detection problem under Bayes cost criterion and show that it is a simple partition of the a posteriori probability space specified by L + 1 thresholds for a detector with log(L) hits of memory.
Hellman and Cover [31 consider the design of finitememory systems for the binary hypothesis testing problem. They consider a test which reports a decision after each observation based on the current observation and what has been stored in memory. The lower bound on the asymptotic proportion of errors is derived. In general this bound cannot be attained, instead Hellman er al. derives a family of tests that are t-optimal. Cover [2] considered the same problem for a system that can recall both the observation number and a finite memory representation of the previous measurements. Cover shows that a test with two bit statistics can achieve a limiting probability of zero under either hypothesis. Mullis If the detector is at state 1 it computes 6'(yt), y'(yt), q'(y') using the most recent observation. If 6'(yt) = 0 then the detector stops and declare that hypothesis y'(yt) is true on the other hand if 6'(y') = 1 the detector jumps to state q l ( y t ) and make a new measurement yt+'. In this paper, we restrict our attention to nomandomized decision rules and consider the problem of minimizing probability of error under constraints on average number of observations and memory.
A SEQUENTIAL TEST WITHOUT MEMORY
First consider the design of a sequential test with no memory (i.e., with one state). In this case the state selection rule is trivial and we need to specify only the stopping and final decision rules {d, y } . Define the regions Ho = {y E RN16(y') = 0 and-/(y') = 0}, Hi = {y E RN16(yt) = 0 and y(y') = l}, and R = {y E R"16(yt) = 1). If yf is in U, the detector stops and make a decision of w.. If y' E R the detector makes another observation. For a given test (6,7), we can calculate the probability of miss Pni, probability of false alarm PFA, and expected number of samples N(w,) under hypothesis wL using:
We seek to find the optimal test that minimizes the sum of expected observation cost and probability of error given by:
where e is the cost of each observation. This criterion can be extended trivially to include cross terms in Bayes decision cost and state dependent cost of experimentation.
The posterior probability ~( y ' ) of WI after observing yt can be computed using:
where ir is the probability of w1 given the fact that the test is still continuing. ir can be computed for a given test using
Bayes rule as
Note that the test has no memory and therefore cannot recall anything about the previous samples, not even the number of samples taken before the current sample. Now given the test took another observation, we define the expected cost-to-go function as v ( T ( y ' ) ) = (1 -R(?4'))(CN(wO)PFA)
+ r ( Y t ) ( C I V ( W l )
and the expected cost of terminating test is given by: U(a(y')) = min{a(yt), 1 -~( y ' ) } .
The optimal decision rules satisfy: Theorem 1 nte oprinlnl sequential test ( P I 7') with no mentory is specifred by two rhresholds to, tl. The rest is sropped and WO is declared ifh(yt) < to; the test is stopped and w1 is declared ifA(y') > t l ; and the rest continues with the nexf sample otherwise.
The relations in ( 3 ) and (4) are not equilibrium conditions that characterize the optimal decision rules. They are not explicit expressions for the decision rules, because the variables CO, CI, PA,, PFA are functions of the thresholds specified in (6, y). A policy iteration method -P(Y E R ; I w ) ..' P ( y E 7iblw) P ( y E "blw) The n-step transition probabilities are simply the elements of the n-fold matrix product T"(w). As n approaches infinity the Markov chain settles in one of the absorbing states.
Therefore the limit transition matrix Tm has the following form:
where Pj, and PkA are respectively the probability of miss and probability of false alarm if the test is stated at state k. In summary, T m and S give the probability of detection Pj,, probability of false alarm P$A, and expected number of samples N~( w ; )
under each hypothesis wi, given that the sequential test is started at state k. We seek to find the optimal test that minimizes.the sum of expected observation cost and probability of error given by:
Let nk(yt) be the posterior probability of w1 given the test is at state k and yt was observed. The posterior probability nr(y') is given as:
where irl is the probability of W , given the fact that the test is at state 1. ir' can be computed for a given test using Bayes rule as ' Again we note that the test can only discern that it is at state 1 and cannot recall how it anived to that state. Consider the decision at state 1. Expected cost of continuing the test with state m is given as:
vrn(x'(yt)) = .'(y*)(cNrn(wl) + PG) ~'(y'))(cNrn(~o) + p,",) and the expected cost of terminating test is given by:
The optimal decision is then: 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we derived the Bayes optimal sequential test for the binary detection problem under memory constraints.
The test can be seen as an optimal quantization of the like- 
